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Experience the individuality of the new multi-S 4000. Combine functionality and aesthetics with innovation, ease of care and sublime elegance. Thanks to its exceptional flexibility and variety, the new multi-S 4000 is a symbol of uniqueness! The new model range creates exceptional and personalised solutions that can be adapted to any situation, no matter how complex they are.
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Technical details and design
High-quality elegance
The stylish multi-S 4000 shower enclosure reflects the current architectural spirit-of-the-times. The model follows the aesthetic concept of minimalism and combines lightness with perfect elegance in its design. Every detail has been carefully and creatively reduced to the essentials - the result: maximum glass transparency. The hinge, handle and profiles harmonise with the overall appearance and open up new experiences. With its clear lines, the new multi-S 4000 easily blends into any room, showing its unrivalled versatility.
Easy to care for and durable
Easy to care for and durable

multi-S 4000 is the contemporary dialogue between simple shapes and easy care. The folding/pivoting hinge is bonded to the glass using innovative Duka UV glueing technology. This means that neither drill holes nor cut-outs are required. What remains is a pristine glass surface with a clean appearance for easier cleaning. The 4★ drip system reduces the surface area for deposits and gives the product an elegant appearance. The anti-surge strip provides additional protection against possible splashing water. The shut-off profiles with concealed magnets ensure a smoother and easy-to-clean surface.
With the new multi-S 4000, even installation becomes an experience. Already largely pre-assembled in production, the multi-S 4000 is designed to be quick and easy to install. The innovative wall support stops exactly at the height of the shower enclosure, making it easy to install, even on walls that are not tiled to room height. The wall support can be precisely adjusted even after installation and it offers a high degree of adaptability and comfort. The glass panes are adjusted in a practical way: the glass is inserted into the profile with an invisible adjustment range. The big advantage: unclouded aesthetics, as the width and appearance of the levelling profile remain unchanged without losing flexibility. Alternatively, with several solutions, the door can be adjusted to the millimetre using an adjustment wheel - even years later. multi-S 4000: well thought-out from installation to application.
**Sleek shapes**

The cylindrical tubular hinge has been reduced to a minimum, allowing the transparency of the glass to take centre stage. Minimalistic in appearance, great in functionality: the proven "auto close" closing system allows the pivot elements to engage exactly where required.

**Visual Harmony**

The support bar is transformed in appearance by wrapping around the glass and the wall with a strength that exudes security and with no screws in sight. In addition, the bar is flush with the height of the cabin, so tiling at shower cabin height is not an obstruction to a simple and an easy installation.
Lightness and harmony

The hinge now takes on a new, more fluid form in harmony with the soft lines of the model. This element, with its minimal and light design, retains its intrinsic functionality, but now does so with amplified beauty. The hinge allows a 180° outward opening.

UV Brillant bonding

The components are bonded to the glass with UV Brillant bonding. This bonding technology from Duka lets the new shapes of the elements and the luster of the material show through and allows the glass to fully display its transparency.
Tangible Elegance

The new aluminum standard knob handle becomes an eye-catcher. The distinctive character of this handle renews itself, aligning with the modern spirit-of-the-times and providing new tactile experiences. Its flattering structure accompanies the handle with unparalleled naturalness, adding a touch of class to the shower enclosure.
The charm of simplicity

The optional handle with its classic shape embodies timeless elegance. The square shape and the recessed grip offer a comfortable and stable grip.

Optimum grip comfort

With its special shape, the standard handle for folding pendant solutions focuses not only on modern design, but also on ergonomics. The Soft-Grip inlay echoes the haptic structure of the knob handle and thus contributes to an even better grip and a timeless and unmistakable design.
Maximum

**glass transparency**

The glass conquers the room and gives the shower enclosure a more elegant, lighter design - without neglecting our high safety and quality standards. In perfect harmony with modern aesthetic trends, the filigree aluminium shapes give the glass of the multi-S 4000 the greatest possible transparency, creating an intense and fascinating visual experience.
Shiny aluminium accents

The magnetic strip disappears discreetly inside the shut-off profiles, leaving only the shine of the aluminium visible. This improves the aesthetics of the cabin without restricting its functionality. The extremely thin layer of aluminium over the magnet ensures a high level of effectiveness.
Narrow profiles

The elegant, purist design of the aluminium profiles also extends the brilliant glass surface, allowing it to unfold its full effect. The slim part of the profile is now directed outwards, which in turn emphasises the minimalist design concept and maximises the shower area. The profile retains its attractive appearance while offering generous adjustment options. The door and the side element can be adjusted by sliding the glass into the profile, allowing for an adjustment up to 25 mm - without changing the profile width!
Shower enclosure solutions
MR-PTN2
2-panel pivot door for niche
MR-R4P
Quadrant solution with 2 pivot doors and 2 fixed panels
MR-TN2PX L
Pivot door with fixed panel and side panel in line for niche
MR-TN1PX R
Pivot door with side panel in line for niche
MR-FPE L/R
Corner solution with 2 bi-folding doors
Fits every situation
MR-FFPU
U-Solution with 2 bi-folding doors
Bathtub solutions
MR-BFP L
Bi-folding door for bathtub
MR-BT2P R
Pivot door with fix panel for bathtub
MR-BT1P L
Pivot door for bathtub
New Walk In solutions libero 4000
MR-BFP L
Elemento a soffietto battente per vasca da bagno
Vetro trasparente A10
Finitura argento lucido

PE 6FP F L
Freestanding bi-folding door
Walk In shower with 1 pivot element 180° for niche
Product, glass and profile designs
Product range  shower enclosure solutions

MR-PTN2
2-panel pivot door for niche or in combination with shortened side panel MR-WVP L/R
Width from 500 mm to 1600 mm

MR-WVP L/R
Shortened side panel in combination with 2-panel pivot door MR-PTN2
Width from 150 mm to 1250 mm

MR-TN1P L/R
Pivot door for niche or in combination with shortened side panel MR-WV L/R
Width from 500 mm to 1000 mm

MR-TN2P L/R
Pivot door with fix panel for niche or in combination with shortened side panel MR-WV L/R
Width from 650 mm to 1800 mm

MR-FPN L/R
Bi-folding door for niche or in combination with shortened side panel MR-WV L/R
Width from 500 mm to 1500 mm

MR-WV L/R
Width from 150 mm to 1250 mm

MR-TN1PX L/R
Pivot door with side panel in line for niche
Width from 700 mm to 2100 mm

MR-PTN3 L/R
2-panel pivot door with fixed panel for niche
Width from 700 mm to 2100 mm

MR-TN2PX L/R
Pivot door with fixed panel and side panel in line for niche
Width from 800 mm to 2100 mm
MR-PTN4
2-panel pivot door with 2 fixed panels for niche
Width from 1000 mm to 2200 mm

MR-FPN4
4-panel bi-folding door for niche
Width from 1000 mm to 2400 mm

MR-PTW2
2-panel pivot door in combination with side panel MR-WP L/R
Width from 500 mm to 1600 mm

MR-WP L/R
Side panel in combination with 2-panel pivot door MR-PTW2
Width from 150 mm to 1250 mm

MR-TW1P L/R
Pivot door in combination with side panel MR-W L/R
Width from 500 mm to 1000 mm

MR-TW2P L/R
Pivot door with fixed panel in combination with side panel MR-W L/R
Width from 1650 mm to 1800 mm

MR-FPW L/R
Bi-folding door in combination with side panel MR-W L/R
Width from 500 mm to 1500 mm

MR-W L/R
Width from 150 mm to 1250 mm

MR-TE1P L/R
Corner entry with 2 pivot doors
Width from 500 mm to 1000 mm
Corner entry with 2 pivot doors and 2 fixed panels
Width from 650 mm to 1800 mm

Corner solution with 2 bi-folding doors
Width from 500 mm to 1500 mm

Corner solution with 2 bi-folding doors and 2 fixed panels
Width from 850 mm to 1600 mm

Pentagonal shower enclosure with 2 pivot doors and 2 fixed panels
Width from 800 mm to 1100 mm

Pentagonal shower enclosure with swing door and 2 fixed panels
Width from 800 mm to 1100 mm

Quadrant solution with 2 pivot doors
Width from 784 mm to 1004 mm

Quadrant solution with 2 pivot doors and 2 fixed panels
Width from 850 mm to 1600 mm

U-Solution with 2 bi-folding doors
Width from 700 mm to 900 mm
Depth from 700 mm to 1000 mm

Pivot door for bathtub
Width from 300 mm to 1000 mm

Pivot door with fixed panel for bathtub
Width from 500 mm to 1600 mm

Bi-folding door for bathtub
Width from 500 mm to 1600 mm

Product range bathtub solution
product range new Walk In solutions libero 4000

PE 6TF2P L/R
Walk In solution with 1 pivot element 180°, for niche or in combination with side panel PE6WK TF
Width from 1000 mm to 1800 mm

PE 6WK TF
Side panel in combination with Walk In solution with 1 pivot element 180° PE 6TF2P L/R
Width from 200 mm to 1200 mm

PE 6W F
Freestanding side panel
Width from 200 mm to 1200 mm

PE 8W F
Freestanding side panel
Width from 200 mm to 1600 mm

PE 6PS-F L/R
Freestanding side panel
Width from 500 mm to 1000 mm

PE 8PS-F L/R
Freestanding side panel
Width from 500 mm to 1400 mm

PU 6W F
Freestanding side panel
Width from 200 mm to 1200 mm

PU 8W F
Freestanding side panel
Width from 200 mm to 1400 mm

PE 8W M
Freestanding side panel
Width from 600 mm to 1600 mm

PE 6DT L/R
Freestanding revolving door
Width from 600 mm to 1000 mm

PE 6FP L/R
Freestanding bi-folding door
Width from 750 mm to 1200 mm

PE 6TF1P L/R
Freestanding pivot door
Width from 600 mm to 1000 mm

PE 6FP F L/R
Freestanding bi-folding door
Width from 750 mm to 1400 mm
On request, the Tubes towel rail can be attached to the shower enclosure as a high-quality, practical and functional accessory. The towel rail is attached to the outside of the glass using the proven Duka UV bonding technology - the smooth glass surfaces, thanks to superfluous cut- make cleaning easy!
New mounting technology

The installation of the shower enclosure can be carried out upon request using the newest bonding technology.

An adapter is glued to the wall with a two-component adhesive. This adhesive bonds the metal component to the wall and provides maximum long-term strength. Due to the high strength even with a minimal adhesive surface, the design is not compromised. Then the shower enclosure is screwed to the adapter and thus fixed to the wall.

✔ Wall mounting without dirt and noise
✔ No complicated drilling for hard wall tiles
✔ No risk of cracking
✔ Rapid completion thanks to short drying time
✔ Easy assembly and disassembly - ideal for rented flats or renovations
✔ Unique lateral adjustment of +/- 2 mm

The kit and the process have been designed with „ease of assembly“ in mind - a unique solution on the market!
Glasses

A10
transparent glas

AG10
Parsol grey

C10
Cincillà

ST10
Satin glass

TS10
Privé

VM10
Nebula

VB10
Nubes
Duka has included in its range a type of glass, called ProCare. The innovative treatment consists of applying a magnetron deposit of metal oxides to its surface in a vacuum environment. Water quickly slips over the surface, reducing the deposition of water droplets. As a result, the glass remains transparent longer. ProCare is available for many items as an alternative to Protect treated glass.

When viewed under a microscope, the surface of glass appears very rough, serving as an ideal base for dirt, limestone and corrosive substances. This product can make the surface of a normal crystal non-stick. The Protect treatment reduces the time it takes to clean a traditional crystal. Important. Do not use grainy, acidic or alkaline cleaners.
Profile colours

- **SIL**: silver matt
- **SHL**: silver high polish
- **SCH**: black
For printing reasons, printed shades may vary from actual shades. Duka S.p.A. reserves the right to modify its products without prior notice or replacement. All technical information and data on our collections can be found at duka.it
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